I construct a macroeconomic model with a financial sector in which the severity of financial downturns depends on size differences in the banking sector and average bank leverage. In my model, a more concentrated banking sector deepens and prolongs financial downturns for two reasons: returns on assets decrease more, and banks sharply decrease the liquidity supply in the interbank market. Calibrated to match the observed long-term concentration in the banking sector, the model shows that a typical adverse financial shock leads to a 1% sharper downturn compared to an economy with a homogeneous banking sector. I further find that the increasing concentration in US banking has increased the volatility of output in the real economy in response to similarly sized financial shocks.
Introduction
A bank's size matters for the way it conducts its day-to-day operations. Even if management were identical across banks, a bank's size would still affect the level of risk faced by its partners. Big means a bank has more assets to keep it afloat in case it gets into trouble, all else equal, and therefore a loan to a big bank is more likely to be repaid than a loan to a small bank.
These differences matter for downturns. Banks rely on other banks for funds to efficiently meet day-to-day investment demands. Because of the lower risks lenders face, big banks rely on these funds more than small banks. In a financial downturn, lending between banks decreases, so big banks suffer both from the initial hit from the downturn and from a second round effect from the drop in lending between banks. The drop in demand decreases the returns on lending, which decreases lending further. The magnitude of the long-term effects of downturns is thus a function of the makeup of the entire banking sector.
In this paper, I build a model to capture this story. Since banks of different sizes are connected through lending to each other (interbank lending), the composition of banks by size will matter for the magnitude of the total drop in lending. My model, economy contains a banking sector and a market for interbank lending. The banking sector in the model is composed of many banks which differ in one dimension, which I call intermediation ability.
Due to an agency problem, banks are constrained in their borrowing from the interbank market. More able banks are larger, are more leveraged (take on more assets for a given level of net worth 1 ) and borrow more from the interbank lending market. As a result, larger banks will be less borrowing constrained than smaller banks, and will rely on interbank lending more. A fall in the net worth of all banks will cause large banks to sharply decrease their demand for interbank loans, decreasing the return on interbank lending, and tightening borrowing constraints in the future.
I compare the linearized impulse response of the model with the response of a similar model with a homogeneous banking sector. When all banks in both economies experience the same initial drop in net worth, the economy in this model experiences a sharper drop in output, and takes longer to return to pre-crisis levels.
Next, I use the model to study the impact of long-term changes in concentration in the US banking industry on the magnitude of potential downturns. Over the last two decades, concentration has made bigger banks bigger relative to small banks (higher size variance), but also decreased the likelihood of being a big bank relative being a small bank This paper follows a growing literature in macroeconomics considering the impact of a financial sector on financial crises. The model in this paper is based largely on the model of [5] , who incorporate an interbank lending market in a macroeconomic model with a banking sector composed of identical banks. The agency problem in that model keeps aggregate investment below its efficient level in normal times, and amplifies the adverse effects of financial shocks in downturns. [2] expands the model to include a heterogeneous banking sector, and are able to create an economy in which banking crises endogenously arise. Banks expand their balance sheets during good times, leading to large downturns when they do arise.
My paper differs from this related work in two ways. First, my focus is different: I am more interested in the connection between banking industry characteristics and downturns (and aim to adapt the model to the industry more closely in future work). Second, my model is different: leverage, or the assets banks hold per dollar net worth, will differ with 1 The difference between assets and liabilities of the bank. For this paper, think of this as the value one would place on the bank itself.
size. The addition of this extra margin will deepen and lengthen recessions relative to either of the other models. It will also turn out that this margin will cause borrowing constraints to tighten with the variance of the size distribution -the larger the highest bank is relative to the smallest, the tighter the borrowing constraints, the deeper the recession.
Concentration in the banking sector has been steadily increasing over the last two decades, and a great deal of research has been generated to consider its effects on the likelihood and severity of banking sector crises. Researchers are still divided in their opinion on the matter, however. One camp argues that concentration makes the economy less prone to crises because large banks are also more diversified, while the other says that large banks are less disciplined by competition than smaller banks, make poorer lending choices, and lose more in a downturn.. [1] performs a reduced-form, cross-country study, finding that concentration is associated with fewer crises. On the other hand, the model of [3] predicts that banks in less competitive environments charge higher interest rates to firms, which induces firms to take on greater risk. [7] performs a cross-country study and finds that higher concentration is associated with the higher fragility of the largest five banks.
Though my model predicts that the increased concentration in the US banking industry leads to worse potential downturns, it does not predict that this will always be the case -if the concentration increase happens without much growth in dispersion, potential downturns can actually be better. This may partly explain the mixed results of the concentration literature.
The paper proceeds as follows. I begin by presenting the model framework, describing its solution, and discussing some general properties. Then, I lay out the two quantitative exercises described above and briefly analyze them. A third section concludes.
Model
My model builds on the DSGE model of [5] . Banks will differ in a single quantity, which I call intermediation ability. Ability differences will generate differences in investment demand, which will be satisfied through the reallocation of funds through an interbank lending market. This reallocation will then generate size differences between banks.
In order to abstract away any distributional consequences other than what I am interested in, I specify the model in a way that the size distribution does not endogenously evolve over time. 2 To do this, I will have to assume that an individual bank's size this period will only affect its size next period through aggregate quantities, and not through its individual choices.
In particular, I consider an infinite-horizon economy based comprised of a continuum of islands a ∈ [0, 1]. On each island, there is a representative household which supplies labor, a representative firm which produces consumption goods from capital goods and labor, and a representative bank which takes funds from the households and lend them to the firms.
Households and firms will be identical across islands, but banks will not.
I will denote a single island by a, and an ability type by κ. Because banks with the same ability type will choose the same quantities regardless of the specific island they live on, I
will abuse notation and refer to two different things with the same symbol: the quantity x on island a is called x(a), but the quantity x on all islands with the same ability type (a sum across islands) is called x(κ). In case of confusion, x(κ) = x(κ(a)) ∀a ∈ A κ , where
The mass of any set of islands A will be given by the measure µ(A).
Banks
There are many infinitely lived, risk-neutral, competitive banks on each island. On each island, banks raise deposits from households on their island, raise interbank loans from banks on all other islands, and invest in the firms on their island. All banks on the same island are identical, but banks on different islands are not.
Bank differences come purely through differences in intermediation ability. After they receive deposits but before they borrow interbank loans, all the banks on an island a receive a random ability draw κ(a). Draws are assumed to be distributed with cumulative distribution function κ(a) ∼ F (·). I make several assumptions on the distribution of draws: Assumption 1. The random ability draws for each island a, κ(a) ∼ F (·), have the following properties:
• E(κ(a)) = 1
• Any draw is real, κ(a) ∈ R.
• Draws have bounded support, so that κ(a) ∈ [κ, κ].
• The distribution of draws F admits a density function, denoted p(·).
The mean 1 assumption is not required for the existence of equilibrium, but is required for the existence of a steady state equilibrium. Notice that the distribution of ability draws does not depend on t, the period in which they were drawn. This is an important implicit assumption -the distribution of ability draws will be identical and independently distributed over time.
Banks with higher ability get better returns per dollar invested in firms 3 . I introduce ability into the model as a productivity term in a simple bank production function, so that if banks are producing assets S valued at price Q from liabilities and net worth L:
Given our assumptions on the distribution of ability draws, we will be able to solve the model in terms of two types of representative banks: those that represent the individual banks on a single island a, and those that represent all of the banks with the same ability in a period κ. I will refer to the first type as "island representative", and the second type as "type representative".
Banks raise deposits in an economy-wide deposit market. At the time they visit the deposit market, banks are identical, so that all island representative banks offer the same deposit rate R t to raise deposits D t from all households. Every bank will thus demand the same quantity of deposits, which means the type representative will hold
Banks on any island are able to borrow or lend to banks on any other island. 4 Instead of characterizing loans between individual banks, I will be interested in the net loans made between islands, which we can characterize as loans made between the representative banks on each island. Ability and amount borrowed are observable, so we can characterize all interbank loans with a contract specifying the interest rate and the borrowing quantity,
, where a is the island where the borrower banks live. 5 In equilibrium, all banks drawing the same ability will have the same demands for interbank loans, banks on any island with the same ability type will hold the same quantity 3 Ability differences, and their correlation with size, can be motivated by several stories: bigger banks provide more services (e.g. consulting services, business contacts) that firms value, but don't manifest as differences in loan interest rates. These services reduce costs for firms, and the firms realize higher returns on projects as a result. Bigger banks may also have more productive investment hunters, so that per hour of bank employee labor, bigger banks find a higher number of investment opportunities. 4 Including their own, but because banks on the same island have the same ability, they will have the same demand for investment, and therefore no need to reallocate deposit funds among themselves 5 More precisely, an interbank loan contract is bilateral, that is, we should specify (R bt (a, a ), bt(a, a )), where a, a are the island where the borrower and lender banks live, respectively. However, since there are a continuum of potential lenders, lenders compete with each other for borrowers across all islands. All potential lenders then offer the same interest rate, since otherwise a borrower would go to another lender.
The borrowed amount will be borrower-dependent because of the financial friction I describe below. Then the debt contract will have the property that (R bt (a, a ), bt(a, a )) = (R bt , bt(a)).
of loans, so b t (a) = b t (a ) if κ(a) = κ(a ). Calling this common quantity b t (κ), the total quantity of loans on islands of a particular type will be {a:
Ability increases bank demands for investment. Because deposits are made before ability is realized, deposits will not be allocated according to ability, and therefore a reallocation of funds after ability is realized can improve the profits of all banks. This reallocation is the primary function of the interbank lending market.
Banks lend a mixture of capital and consumption goods to the firms on the same island.
Firms can use these loans to buy new capital goods in period t, and then use the old and any new capital to produce consumption goods in period t + 1. The firm then gives the bank its output (less wages) along with its undepreciated capital goods, also at time t + 1.
The bank is potentially infinitely-lived, but faces a borrowing constraint that I will present below. In order to prevent the bank from saving its way out of this constraint, a constant proportion σ of banks on each island exit every period. Upon exit, a bank transfers its earnings to the household on its island. Second, new banks enter to replace the old banks; in order to ensure that these banks have something to invest with, these banks receive a "start-up transfer" equal to a constant fraction ξ of the total assets of firms.
Banks carry wealth from period to period in the form of net worth, defined as the payoff from assets less deposits and interbank loans. The net worth of the island a representative bank at time t is given by:
The first term gives the island representative bank's returns on investments in the firm:
Z t is the economy-wide representative firm's gross profits from investments (per unit invested), Q t (a) is the price of capital on island a, and s t−1 is the units of capital held by the firm in period t − 1. The second term gives the bank's repayments for deposits and interbank loans: b t−1 is the funds borrowed on the interbank market last period, and d t−1 is the deposits made by households last period.
Banks carry wealth from period to period in the form of net worth, defined as the payoff from assets less deposits and interbank loans. For any island receiving ability draw κ, there will be a positive measure of islands with the same ability draw. 6 Since the distribution is 6 To truly ensure that this is the case, I should have used the following setup: specify the set of islands over
, where a specific island is referred to by two coordinates, a = (a1, a2). Now assume that in even periods, all islands with same first coordinate receive the same draw, so that κ(a1, a2) = κ(a1, a2), and in odd periods, all islands with the same second coordinate receive the same draw. Then for any island with a particular κ, there will be a positive measure of islands with the same κ. Since [0, 1] × [0, 1] has the assumed to be iid across periods, this set of islands will be a microcosm of the economy in the previous period; the net interbank loan repayment will be 0, and the total capital installed last period will just be a fraction of aggregate capital:
the net worth for all islands with the same ability will be
The first term gives the type-representative bank's returns on investments in the firm: Z t is the economy-wide representative firm's gross profits from investments (per unit invested),
is the price of capital on all islands with ability κ, and K t is the capital installed by all firms in the economy in period t − 1. The second term gives the bank's repayments for deposits and interbank loans: b t−1 is the funds borrowed on the interbank market last period, and d t−1 is the deposits made by households last period.
ψ t is a shock to the quality of capital, and the key source of uncertainty in this model;
it typically takes value 1. This kind of shock is crucial to the model, because in order to precipitate a "financial crisis" in the model, we need a way to exogenously affect the value of net worth. In addition, because the price of capital is endogenous in this model, this shock serves as an exogenous trigger for asset price dynamics that were an important feature of recent economic downturns.
Without intermediation ability banks should balance their the dollars invested in assets with the dollars taken as liabilities and equity, i.e. deposits, interbank loans, and net worth. With intermediation ability, banks balance assets against the intermediated value of liabilities and equity. We can summarize the balance sheet of the type-representative bank with a flow of funds constraint:
We can now state the bank's objective function. The type representative bank maximizes the expected value of its net worth upon exit calculated at the end of each period.
Since households receive this net worth upon the bank's exit, we discount it by Λ t,t+i , the stochastic discount factor of the economy-wide representative household 7 :
same cardinality as [0, 1], I leave this setup out of the main text. 7 The household on each island should value dividends at Λt,t+i(a), the stochastic discount factor of the island representative household. However, because of an assumption I make later, expected returns on each island will be equal at the beginning of each period. This will imply that any maximum of the problem in the text will also be a maximum of the more precise problem.
We can obtain a Bellman equation from this infinite sum
Financial Friction
In every period, banks are supposed to repay depositors and banks they borrowed from in the previous period. Instead of repayment, however, banks can choose to default on their loans, in which case they take a fraction θ ∈ [0, 1] of the funds. Depositors and potential lender banks know this, and though default will not occur in equilibrium, it will impose a limit on the amount of interbank loans any bank can borrow in a period. 8
In the model, this friction will impose an incentive constraint on bank assets. If
is the maximized value of V t , the incentive constraint then reads
On the other hand, there will be no friction between banks and firms on the same island:
banks will be able to enforce full repayment of loans made to firms.
Additional Assumptions
I make two additional assumptions to ensure a tractable solution to the model. First, in this version of the model, I would like to make the ability distribution in any period independent of the ability distribution in previous periods. Even if ability draws are independent across periods, the interbank loans from the previous period will make the expected returns from assets unequal. In this case, the history of previous draws will matter for bank returns today. To prevent this, I follow [5] and allow individual banks to arbitrage these return differences away, before their new ability type is realized:
At the beginning of a period, individual banks are allowed to physically move to another island, that is, they will be allowed to transfer net worth to another island in exchange for a reduction in interbank debt.
To see how this works, consider two islands, a L and a H . a L has low expected returns when it enters the period, that is, the representative bank has high interbank debt obligations, and a H has high expected returns. When given the opportunity, an individual bank on a L decides to move to a H . It currently holds assets (investments) in firms on a L , interbank debt to banks on a H , and deposits (economy-wide). Before it moves, it trades its assets with another bank on a L for more interbank debt to a H . It then takes its net worth and deposits and moves; this reduces the interbank debt of a L to a H but maintains the total asset held in a L firms. In equilibrium, this process will continue until returns are equalized.
Another assumption has to do with the capital goods that carry over from previous periods. Intermediation ability also applies to the undepreciated capital that banks carry between periods -banks re-allocate, or re-intermediate, the undepreciated portion of the capital stock among firms on the same island. In equilibrium, banks on low ability islands will only invest enough to maintain the undepreciated capital stock. Re-intermediation of capital will leave some islands with higher production capacity than others. In order to ensure that we can maintain a simple law of motion for capital, I assume that these changes to production capacity are realized as adjustments to the production schedule of the firm in the same period:
Assumption 3. When existing capital is intermediated, any gains (losses) in the production possibilities of that capital are realized as an increase (decrease) in output of the firm in the same period.
We will see that in equilibrium, this assumption will allow higher ability banks that don't purchase new capital to lend more than lower ability banks.
Households
Households 9 on each island a are infinitely-lived, supplies up to one unit of labor per period, saves in the form of deposits, and consumes consumption goods. The household makes its deposit and labor supply decision before the banks on its island realize their ability.
Preferences over consumption, labor, and deposits (c t (a), l t (a), d s t (a)) in each period are represented by 9 More precisely, the household is composed of a continuum of members (of measure 1). This continuum is divided into f workers and 1 − f bankers. Workers supply labor to firms, and return their wages to the household. Similarly, all bank profits are returned the household each period. A household with this form allows the representative household form above.
where β ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor and γ ∈ [0, 1) is a habit formation parameter 10 .
ϕ is the inverse elasticity of labor supply.
Households on each island save by making riskless one-period deposits d s t in the economywide deposit market 11 at the interest rate R t . Deposits made last period are repaid at the beginning of this period.
The household also owns the bank, and receives dividends from exiting banks every period Π t (a). The household will earn wage w t (a) for each unit of labor it supplies. Then the household's budget constraint is
In order to simplify the household's problem further, I assume that workers are freely mobile:
Assumption 4. In each period, workers can supply up to 1 unit of labor to a firm on any island.
With this assumption, wages will be constant across islands, so that w t (a) = W t on any island a.
Since the prices faced by households R t , W t are identical across islands, and preferences are aggregable, we can represent the island households with an economy-wide representative household, with preferences
with budget constraint
10 These preferences exhibit habit formation when γ ∈ (0, 1), a feature that is included for comparison to other models in the literature. The model is not fundamentally different when we turn off habit formation, i.e. set γ = 0. 11 We could alternatively restrict the household to only making deposits in the banks on their island; with the timing assumptions below, nothing about the model changes. I maintain this formulation for ease of explanation.
Taking first order conditions, we first work out a condition for aggregate deposits:
and a condition for aggregate labor:
where
is the marginal utility of consumption
is defined as the household's stochastic discount factor.
The economy-wide representative household is useful because the decisions of banks and firms only depend on household decisions only through the aggregate deposits and labor chosen. Since banks draw deposits from a national deposit market, only the economy-wide supply of deposits D t matters for determining the level of individual bank deposits. Since firms essentially draw labor from an economy-wide labor market, only the total supply of labor L t matters for firm labor demands.
Firms
There are many identical, competitve firms on each island. Each firm borrows funds from a bank on its island and uses them to operate a constant returns to scale technology, producing basic goods from capital goods and labor. The representative firm on island a chooses k d
Undepreciated capital may differ across islands coming into a period. I denote the capital held by banks coming into the period by k t (a).
If capital demand exceeds the level of undepreciated capital, that is, k d t (a) > k t (a), firms go to the new capital market to augment their capital stock. Call the demand for new capital by firms on island a i t (a).
Since all firms use the same, constant returns to scale technology, the optimal capital/labor ratio is constant across firms. We can then represent the island firms with an economy-wide representative firm, with production function
We'll denote aggregate output, labor, and capital by Y t , L t , and K t , respectively.
Firms choose labor to equate the economy-wide wage with the marginal product of labor:
The bank expects per capital profit z t (a) for each unit of capital purchased with its loan.
Then firms choose capital to equate this with the marginal product of capital:
The above equation implies that, in any equilibrium, z t (a) cannot differ across islands.
I call this common per unit profit Z t , so that z t (a) = Z t for all islands.
The economy-wide representative firm is useful because the decisions of the type representative bank depend on firm decisions only through the capital that firms install on the island in the previous period, but this capital only depends on the aggregate capital in the previous period. Household labor decisions depend on firm decisions, but because the labor market is economy-wide, the economy-wide representative firm's problem is enough to characterize household decisions as well.
Capital Goods Producers
When firms decide to expand their existing capital stock, they travel to a central (economywide) market for new capital. The market is perfectly competitive, but as in [5] , all producers face adjustment costs 12 . Capital goods producers sell new capital to firms for the price Q i t . These producers then choose I t to maximize
From the solution to the profit maximization problem, the new capital price should satisfy
Last, I will make an assumption that ensures that islands that don't visit the new capital market will have a capital price that can freely adjust:
Assumption 5. Once installed, capital cannot be transferred back to the common capital market or another island and sold.
When we combine the household budget constraint with the equation for firm output and new capital, we can write an economy-wide resource constraint:
Second, with the assumptions above, we will be able to write a simple law of motion for capital:
Timing
Basically, a period is divided into two parts: before and after intermediation ability is realized. Deposits are made in the first part, while firm loans, interbank loans, and investment purchases are made in the second.
From the beginning to the end of period t:
• ψ t and A t are realized
• Some banks move, equalizing expected returns
• Some banks exit (with probability σ), pay dividends to households
• New banks enter in their place
• Deposits R t−1 d t−1 and interbank loans R bt−1 b t−1 are repaid
• Households make deposits
• Households make labor supply decisions
• Ability types are realized
• Simultaneously... • Firms pay Z t per unit capital to banks, W t to workers
Equilibrium Conditions
To characterize equilibrium, we need to understand the behavior of:
• Agents 
(Individual Optimization) for each t, 
• R bt clears the market for interbank loans, so that a b t (κ(a))p(κ(a))da = 0
• Q i t clears the market for new capital, so that I t = a i t (κ(a))p(κ(a))d
• Q t (κ) clears the markets on each island (and each ability type) for assets, so that
Solution
I solve the model using a method presented in [5] . First, solve the island representative bank's problem for the difference between the returns from investment and the deposit interest rate; there will be at least one such spread which clears the interbank lending market. I will focus on situations where only one such spread exists. Once this spread is known, solve the household and firm problems; only one combination of spread and either return or deposit interest rate will solve the problems of these agents as well. We'll then solve for the remaining quantities by aggregating up to the ability type level.
The island representative bank maximizes net worth, a linear function of assets, deposits, and loans. Because of this property, the bank's value function will also turn out to be linear.
The problem then boils down to solving for the coefficients of this value function.
First, guess that in every period a bank guided by a linear function of shares, deposits, and interbank loans will maximize its expected net worth; we'll verify this guess later.
Specifically:
In what follows, I restrict attention to equilibria with interior solutions to the above guess, so that banks can only hold nonzero quantities of all choice variables -only these equilibria will have positive interbank lending.
Next, use the guess to set up a Lagrangian for the bank's problem. First, substitute the flow of funds constraint into the guess to reduce the number of choice variables to two:
Note n t (a), the bank's net worth, is essentially a state variable. Next, substitute the guess into the incentive constraint, and use it to construct a Lagrangian:
where λ t (a) is the multiplier on the incentive constraint in period t for the representative bank from island a.
We obtain the following first order conditions for d t and b t (a):
Using the above, we can also rearrange the borrowing constraint into a form that will prove useful later. If b t (a) is the maximum a bank will borrow, then
φ t (a) is an important quantity. It is related to the leverage ratio (denoted L(a)), or the ratio of shares held to net worth; L(a) = κ(a)(1 + φ t (a)). This means L(a) is a convex, increasing functions of κ. This property arises because intermediation ability affects banks in two ways: first, intermediation ability decreases the cost of shares directly through its effect on the flow of funds constraint; second, ability increases the continuation value relative to the "running away" value, loosening the borrowing constraint.
If the guess is correct, the coefficients ν st and ν bt will be equal to the marginal value of shares and interbank loans. Shares produce profits from firms tomorrow, which increases the value of tomorrow's net worth. Deposits and interbank loans today reduce tomorrow's net worth through repayment. Because net worth is a linear function of each of these quantities, this marginal value will be constant. Calculating the value of these coefficients amounts to calculating the marginal effect of increasing these quantities on net worth.
Note that the above Lagrangian is also equal to the bank's maximized value written in terms of net worth. Substituting the FOCs into the Lagrangian, we get
If we iterate this one period forward and then plug this into the Bellman equation, we obtain:
We can obtain the value of each coefficient by taking the partial derivatives of both sides of the above equation with respect to each of the variables b t (a), d t (a), s t (a):
(29)
(30)
As long as ability draws next period are independent of the draw this period, these coefficients do not depend on ability type or level of either of the choice variables. They also maximize the value of island representative version of the original objective function (5):
To see this, consider the effect of d t on the original bank objective function. d t only affects the bank objective when the bank exits. A fraction (1 − σ) of banks exit from each island every period. An increase in d t affects net worth in period t+1 directly, by increasing the repayment in that period. Thus, banks that exit in period t + 1 will have lower net worth. The decrease in t + 1 net worth decreases s t+1 through the flow of funds constraint, which turn reduces the net worth in period t + 2; if banks exit then, they will also have lower net worth. The full effect of the change in deposits can then be written as 
that maximizes the linear value function guess (22) for each i will also maximize the bank objective (33).
Since banks on islands with the same ability draw will make the same choices for d t and b t (a), this result extends to all banks with the same ability κ.
Capital Prices
From the the FOC for b t (a) in the previous section, we can see that if the representative banks on island a is not borrowing constrained (which implies λ t (a) = 0), it must be that the price of capital on its island satisfies
Further, assumption 5 also implies that the price of capital on each island is free to adjust to a different value on each island. Make another guess which we can verify later:
where L is the set of ability types for which banks are not borrowing constrained.
If the price of capital has the above form, an unconstrained bank will be indifferent between re-lending its existing capital stock to the firms on its island and lending the consumption good equivalent of the existing capital stock on the interbank lending market.
In order to ensure that the law of motion for capital has a simple form, I add the following assumption to the model, though without explicitly adding a constraint to the bank's problem above 14 .
The FOC for b t (a) also tells us that constrained banks view assets as more valuable than interbank lending, implying that these banks also desire higher investment. If it were free to adjust, the price of capital would be pushed up. However, because there is just one price in the market for new capital, the price gets pinned down:
where B is the set of islands on which banks are not borrowing constrained.
Ability Cutoff
Generally, high ability banks will borrow, and be borrowing constrained, while low ability banks will lend. To see this, first notice that the flow of funds constraint reduces the number of bank choice variables to two, and since deposits are chosen before ability type is realized, the only choice the bank makes after ability is realized is the level of interbank loans.
Proposition 2.
Consider an equilibrium with strictly positive lending. In each period t, there exists a κ * t such that:
• for all banks with κ < κ * t , b t (κ) = −(n t (κ) + d t − Q n t k t (κ)), that is, the bank will lend its net worth and deposits less the cost of refinancing the entire existing capital stock on its island.
• for all banks with κ > κ * t , b t (κ) = b t (κ), that is, the bank will borrow up to its borrowing constraint and use the funds to purchase assets.
Proof. Consider the term for borrowing in equation (23), and let us first assume
In this case, the bank gets positive value for every dollar it borrows, and it will choose to borrow as much as it can, i.e. until b t (κ) = b t (κ). Because all constrained banks face capital prices Q t (κ) = Q i t , this implies that κ > ν bt νst Q i t .
If (
κνst Qt(κ) − ν bt ) ≤ 0, the bank gets positive value for every dollar it lends (negative borrowing). By assumption 6, the bank will only lend funds left over after re-lending its existing capital stock, i.e. b t (κ) = −(n t (κ) + d t (κ) − Q n t k t (κ)). We know that capital prices on these islands are smaller than the new capital market price, so κ ≤
νst . Then, for any bank with ability κ > κ * , borrowing is strictly more profitable than lending on the interbank market. For any bank with ability κ ≤ κ * , lending is weakly more profitable than borrowing.
The ability differences between banks in this model generate differences in borrowing and investment behavior. The above proposition tells us that these differences are easily summarized with one equilibrium object, the ability cutoff.
In equilibrium, lower ability interbank lenders will lend less than higher ability interbank lenders.
Proposition 3. Consider two banks on different islands with types κ and κ and b
Proof. The cost of refinancing the entire existing capital stock k t (a), net of the benefit derived in the form of net worth, is given by
Because of assumption 3, any differences in refinancing costs are reflected in output in the same period. This allows banks to lend the consumption good equivalent of the differences.
For unconstrained (lending) islands, this simplifies to
This is a decreasing function of κ. Thus, for interbank lenders the cost of refinancing the capital stock is decreasing in κ. By the flow of funds constraint, the amount left over for lending to other islands is then increasing in κ.
Parameter Restrictions
Some sets of parameters will not admit equilibria with positive lending. I make three restrictions on parameters to prevent these cases.
First, we need to restrict κ, the lowest possible intermediation ability, to ensure that banks on all islands can fund reinvestment of their entire capital stock. Renegotiation of the remainder of the capital stock means that each share of this portion costs
κ . For high productivity islands, this is a boon; the cost of these shares is smaller than that of the fixed capital. For low productivity islands, this is a burden; their poor managerial skill causes them to lose some of their net worth through this process. Thus, if we require that the entire existing capital stock will be reinvested, we must ensure that the ability of the worst bank is not so low that it cannot cover the cost. That is, we should ensure that κ
which can be simplified to
In steady state, this equation becomes inequality is reversed, all banks in these equilibria are unconstrained, which would make the incentive constraint useless. I avoid this case by choosing κ and θ so that
Third, because HHs also consider the borrowing constraint when making deposits in any bank, we can have a case where some banks are bound by their borrowing constraint before their ability is realized. Though an equilibrium exists in this case, ability will have no effect on the investment decisions of most banks. I therefore want to avoid this case by ensuring that no bank takes on so many deposits that it cannot borrow any more once its ability is realized.
Interbank and Deposit Market Clearing
Given the solution above, we will see that clearing the interbank market automatically clears the market for deposits. First, consider the interbank lending market. Call B the set of ability types with representative banks that borrow, and L the set of all types that lend. The sum of all interbank lending by types in L should equal the sum of all interbank borrowing by types in B:
With this in hand, we can rewrite the interbank lending market condition in terms of aggregates:
Where D t is aggregate deposits and K t is the aggregate capital stock.
In order to pin down investment, we need to consider the market for new capital alone.
We know that the aggregate investment and existing capital held by firms on borrower islands is equal to I t + (1 − δ)K t κ κ * p(κ), and that capital is demanded in the form of interbank borrowing and deposits. Noting that borrowing islands will borrow the maximum possible, we can replace the borrowing constraint into the flow of funds equation:
Finally, integrate both sides over the set B to get the condition in terms of aggregates:
Equations that characterize this equilibrium are given in appendix A.
Steady State Properties
In this section, I discuss two relevant basic properties of the model. For illustration, consider the case of the model where ability is distributed according to a discrete uniform distribution around 1, and the economy is in steady state. no bank would be willing to lend, and if the interbank lending line was always above the investment line, no bank would be willing to borrow. The ability level at which these two lines cross is the ability cutoff -for any bank with ability above the cutoff, the marginal value from investing is higher than the value from lending, so it becomes profitable for the bank to borrow and invest.
Ability increases the intensity with which banks borrow or lend in the interbank market. Banks with ability higher than the ability cutoff decide to borrow, buy new capital, and expand the production capacity of the firms on their island. The difference in borrowing between banks just above and just below the cutoff can be divided into two components.
The first component represents a reduction in lending -banks just below the cutoff make these loans. The second component represents borrowing by banks up to the point that their borrowing constraint binds.
Moreover, the cap on borrowing increases in κ at an increasing rate. Figure 3 shows leverage as a function of ability. The function is convex, implying that the average leverage in the economy is higher than the leverage of the average bank. As we will see later, this property will generate a connection between the variance of the ability distribution and the marginal value of interbank lending. The differences in leverage are what ultimately generate the size differences we're nterested in.
Interbank lenders lend different quantities based on their intermediation ability. This is a result of both assumptions 5 and 6. The cost of refinancing the capital stock is smaller for more able banks, and since all lending banks refinance their capital stock, more able banks have more funds left over to lend out to other banks.
The right panel of figure 2 shows the value of investments (measured in units of con- stock -capital prices on lending islands adjust to ensure that this is optimal. Once ability increases above the cutoff, we see a jump in the quantity of investments as banks suddenly switch from a "lend and refinance" strategy to a "borrow and buy new capital" strategy. As ability increases, borrowing limits increase, and because the price of new capital is pinned down by the new capital market, this translates into higher investment.
Tightening the Financial Friction
If there were no financial friction in the model, no bank would be constrained in its borrowing. Depositors would make deposits in all banks as before, but once ability is realized, the interbank lending market would funnel all deposits to the most able bank. This bank would transform these loans into assets, which firms would use to purchase the highest amount of capital possible.
Introducing the friction limits the maximum the most able bank can borrow through the interbank lending market. By limiting the maximum the bank can borrow, funds that would go to the most able bank go to less able banks. Economy-wide investment and average returns banks obtain on investments decrease.
To visualize this, compare the steady state from the previous case with the steady state Among interbank borrowers, a change in θ has both an "intensive" and an "extensive" effect on steady state behavior. The intensive effect is a change in leverage for all banks:
the value of the leverage ratio φ t (a) decreases as θ increases, so any borrower that continues to be a borrower will face a tighter constraint on the level of their borrowing, and thus will not be able to invest as much. Moreover, the leverage curve gets less steep, so an increase in ability results in less additional borrowing for higher θ.
On the extensive side, as the friction increases and demand for interbank loans drops, the price of borrowing should decrease, at least relative to the value from lending to firms.
This decrease in price causes some banks that were interbank lenders to become borrowers and invest. The increase in demand for borrowing that results from this extensive movement will offset some of the initial fall.
Both of these effects result in a decrease in the volume of interbank loans that are made in the economy. This is what we should expect -demand falls and supply falls with it.
The magnitude of a given change in the level of the friction decreases as the initial friction increases. For parameter values for which steady state equilibria exist, an increase in the level of the friction always results in a decrease in total interbank borrowing. But the size of this decrease itself decreases as the initial level of the friction increases. Since the leverage ratio increases at an increasing rate in the friction, a higher initial friction level essentially means that we are starting higher up on the leverage ratio curve, where the increases are larger.
Among interbank lenders, we see a decrease in the slope of the line that determines how much lenders lend; more able lenders still lend more than less able ones, but the size of the difference between the two decreases as the level of the friction increases. This is because the steady state level of capital decreases as the friction increases, and because the cost of refinancing is a linear function of the steady state level of capital, the slope decreases.
Dispersion
The difference in ability between the largest and the smallest ability types, or dispersion, affects the model even if the mean and other parameters don't change. As dispersion increases, the intensive and extensive effects of financial frictions tend to be amplified.
To illustrate this point, consider two uniform ability distributions with the same mean but different variances. 
The term λ t+1 (κ ) represents the shadow value of net worth next period, and it increases (with the leverage curve) at an increasing rate in κ .
Banks facing a wider ability distribution every period face the possibility of drawing very high ability next period. But very high ability means the bank will be very constrained -it will value any thing that loosens its borrowing constraint, i.e. net worth, a lot. And because the value of the multiplier increases at an increasing rate in κ, the bank's expectation of how constrained it will be also increases. Thus, the average marginal value of net worth increases.
To see how an increase in the marginal value of net worth affects the spread, consider the difference ν bt − κν st in the solution above:
For a bank that borrows this period, the term κ(Z t+1 + (1 − δ)Q t+1 (κ )) − 1) > 0 as long as the restriction (39) holds in every period. This means that as Ω t+1 (κ ) increases, the spread above increases. To put this another way, if the marginal value of net worth increases, the relative costs of repaying interbank loans next period increase. As a result, default becomes a relatively more attractive option.
The connection between dispersion and efficiency comes from the bank's assessment of its own future opportunities based on the performance of other banks today. In the model, a high ability bank can become a low ability bank next period -there is no connection between types across time. This is certainly unrealistic. However, if we interpret bank ability as a measure of sector-specific returns on bank-firm relationships, a bank's expectations of future returns should depend, at least partly, on the average performance of other sectors of the economy today.
Quantitative Exercises
In this section, I carry out two quantitative exercises using the model of the previous section. 
Calibration
The model demands the choice of 9 parameters, the adjustment costs function, and the distribution of ability types. Five of the parameters control the standard preference and technology shocks from from the literature: the discount rate β, the habit parameter γ, the utility weight of labor χ, the share of capital in production α, and the depreciation rate δ.
These parameters are drawn from [5] and [4] and are given in Table 1 below.
Three of the parameters come from [5] . The parameter ϕ, the inverse elasticity of labor supply, is chosen so that the Frisch elasticity is ten. I do this to ensure a good comparison with [5] . The parameter ξ, the start-up transfer to new bankers, governs the average spread between the interbank lending rate and the average return on assets. The parameter σ, the exogenous probability of exit by a bank, is chosen so that the average bank survives for approximately 15 years.
Adjustment costs take the quadratic form: The parameter c I is chosen to match the inverse elasticity of net investment to the price of capital in [5] .
The parameter θ and the distribution of ability types are the parameters of interest in what follows. Together, they govern the average leverage held by all banks and the bank size distribution that is generated in the model. I will adjust these in the three experiments that follow.
Amplification
As outlined above, dispersion amplifies the effects of financial frictions. An implication of this is that the downturns generated in this model tend to be deeper and longer than those generated in [5] , where banks have just one size.
In figure 6 , I initiate a downturn with a 1% drop in capital quality ψ and compare the response of my model with that of [5] . I choose the parameter θ = 0.5 in both models. This is chosen because the parameter restriction (41) is especially tight for the uniform distribution; choosing θ high ensures that dynamics in the neighborhood of the steady state are linear. Unfortunately, the high θ decreases the absolute impact of the capital quality shock in both models, but not in a way to make the comparison invalid. The parameter choices generate an average leverage ratio of 2 in my model, and an average leverage ratio of 1.5 in [5] .
In [5] , all banks are identical in ability; in my model, this would cause the level of inter- On impact, output, employment, and investment drop relatively farther in this model.
This happens because average leverage in the many types economy is higher; as we saw in figure 3 , because leverage is convex in ability, dispersion tends to increase average leverage.
The negative impact of the financial shock on employment is small in both models. As pointed out by [5] , this may be due to the absence of labor market frictions in the model.
The recovery of output and consumption is longer in this model than in the case of [5] .
This is due to the extensive effect in the interbank lending market. When the capital quality shock hits, the ability cutoff decreases, and low ability banks become borrowers. This has two offsetting effects on the recovery: first, these banks dampen the initial impact of the shock by increasing investment demand; second, these banks push up the future value of net worth, tightening borrowing constraints for all banks, and keeping the value low after the shock dissipates. Thus, output downturns in this model will generally take longer to return to steady state levels, even though they will not always be deeper. Table 2 shows the three features I mention above. Inequality in asset size, measured by the GINI coefficient, increases over the period. (This increase corresponds to an increase in the share of total assets held by the largest four banks from 10% to 30%). The variance of asset sizes increases dramatically, by more than a factor of 10. CV reported in the table below is the sample coefficient of variation, or the ratio of the sample standard deviation to the mean. This is a normalized measure of dispersion, and it also indicates an increase in dispersion over the period. Last, the kurtosis, or heavy-tailed-ness, of the size distribution increases, indicating that more of the variance is due to the size of the largest banks. 17 [6] finds that the tail of the bank size distribution is best modeled with a Pareto distribution, while the remainder is best modeled with a lognormal distribution. For computational convenience, I use truncated Pareto ability distributions to generate the necessary size distributions. In particular, I vary the width, Pareto shape parameter, and the parameter θ to match the GINI coefficient, ratio of largest to average size, and the average leverage ratio in the data. Table 3 gives the chosen parameters and fit for the model. Figure 7 shows the 15 Because the ability distribution is exogenous in this model, we can only use it to analyze long-term trends in the data. 16 Data is taken from the Report on Condition and Income, FFIEC 031 and 041, from the Chicago Fed website [8] . 17 Since the distributions in the model are assumed to be mean 1, the average bank is used as a reference. 
Conclusion
In this paper, I construct a macroeconomic model with a heterogeneous banking sector, and
show that heterogeneity has consequences for downturns. In particular, mean-independent changes in the distribution of bank sizes can mirror the effects of financial frictions.
Though dispersion tends to worsen the effects of financial frictions, a change in kurtosis tends to better it. This is because, for the Pareto distributions I consider here, an increase in kurtosis corresponds to an increase in the mass of banks with low ability. And just as dispersion increased the average value of net worth tomorrow, kurtosis tends to decrease the average value. This results in a decrease in the value of net worth tomorrow, a decrease in the value of lending today, and a loosening of borrowing constraints.
Since both dispersion and kurtosis can increase when banking sector concentration increases, the model does not make a clear qualitative prediction about the effects of the increase in concentration. I point this out as a partial explanation of the mixed results in the concentration-stability literature. If banking sector concentration comes in the form of growth for banks of all sizes, the adverse effects of financial shocks will be mitigated by the additional liquidity provided by small banks.
There are two simplifying assumptions that would be worth weakening in future work.
First, dropping assumption 2 will cause bank size next period to depend on its size this period. If ability tomorrow doesn't depend on ability today, but size carries to next period, large banks can use their assets as a buffer against poor ability draws, but small banks would be more sensitive to such changes. As a result, the average value of interbank lending would 
Y t = C t + (1 + f ( I t I t−1 ))I t (52) 1 = E t Λ t,t+1 R t (53)
Λ t,t+1 = β u Ct+1 u Ct (55)
To drop habit formation from the model, set γ = 0. To drop adjustment costs from the model, set f ( It I t−1 ) = 0 everywhere. 
Exogenous Shock Processes
Q n = 1 κ c (87) Z = ν s βν b − 1 − δ ν b (1 − σ)( κ κ c p(κ)dκ) + σν b G 0 − (1 − δ)Q n ν b (1 − σ + σν b )( κ c κ p(κ)κdκ)(86)
